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if your gps receiver is compatible with usb 2.0
and its cable is usb 2.0 compatible, and the
usb 2.0 is working, but the gps receiver
doesnt recognize the cable as a usb 2.0, one
reason may be the cable is not fully seated
into the receiver. do not be put off by the
quality of the cables that come with your gps
unit, they are almost always the worst quality.
the usb 2.0 cable that comes with the gps unit
is a 2.4mm cable not the standard 9 pin cable.
please also ensure that your connector for the
cable is fully seated into the usb plug of the
receiver. if it is not fully seated, then the cable
may be damaged. garmin has certified cables
for use with a wide range of devices and these
cables are compatible with the majority of gps
units sold in the united states. while there
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may be some differences, the garmin cr6
compatible cables are typically those that are
compatible with the garmin virb bike mount,
and garmin virb ski mount and the cr6. if you
are using an adapter for an older model or
non-garmin gps, please be sure to find the
most up-to-date compatible cable for your
model. use the scan app on your pc to create
a map, and then upload the map detail to
your compatible garmin gps via the usb cable.
you can now navigate using garmin
compatible offline maps without having to use
a memory card. garmin connect is a free
online mapping and tracking platform,
available to garmin gps or compatible
devices. it allows you to upload your tracks,
create favorites, view routes, and share your
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progress on the go. to use it, you must first
have a garmin account, which can be
obtained by signing up through the website.
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Garmin Compatible Usb To Serial Db9 Adapter

you may have noticed that the majority of usb
to rs-232 adapters require you to connect the
computer to the adapter. most computer usb

ports are too far from the adapter to allow
this. most usb ports are also too low. some

computers have a special usb port that has a
higher voltage. the solution to these problems
is the usb to serial adapter from aopen. this

adapter uses two usb ports. this is perfect for
connecting to the computer. the adapter also

includes a female rs-232 port, making it
perfect for connecting your rs-232 device to
the computer. the usb to serial adapter is a
very compact adapter, making it perfect for
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carrying with you. the adapter comes with a
small set of instructions, which are easy to

follow. you simply plug the adapter into your
computer's usb port and then plug the

adapter into your rs-232 port. i have a the
same problem with my gps and the

corresponding phone. it works fine on my
phone but not on the computer. the problem

comes up when trying to update the device on
the computer via garmin. i can't find where to

set the interface. please help me. i have an
old garmin gps and when i try to update the
program via garmin updater, i get a framing
error. i have the software up to date and i

have reinstalled the software and reset the
gps, but still no go. what's the problem? i
have a garmin gps. i want to update my
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software on my computer via the cable that
comes with the gps, instead of using the

garmin updater program. the cable is a ftdi
cable. the cable is working fine, but i cannot

get the software to update. 5ec8ef588b
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